You will be amazed to realize how much science, technology and mathematics you use each day in your work!

How the Forum identified these competencies

- Business and education representatives were invited to participate in consultations and workshops to develop a profile of science literacy for the world of work. This list of competencies is a culmination of their efforts, vision and passion in making the role of science, technology and mathematics in the workplace better understood.

How these competencies fit with the goals of education

- The competencies are already found in general educational goal statements. This document draws attention to education for the world of work, one of many legitimate roles for education.

How they fit with the Employability Skills Profile

- The Employability Skills Profile outlines the foundation skills for employability and self-employment. Science Literacy for the World of Work is a companion document, listing competencies specific to science, technology and mathematics.

How business-education partnerships can foster science literacy at work

- Forum members invite you to discover and demonstrate your own examples of where these science, technology and mathematics competencies are used in the workplaces in your community.
## Science Literacy for the World of Work

**Scientific, Technological and Mathematical Competencies for an Innovative, Productive and Competitive Workforce**

### A SOUND FOOTING

The foundation to use science, technology and mathematics as a way of knowing, communicating and making decisions

#### Attitudes and Behaviours
- Value science, technology and mathematics as ways of thinking, gaining and sharing knowledge, and problem solving

#### Critical-Thinking Skills
- Be logical and critical when searching for the best possible solution
- Differentiate among cause, effect and correlation
- Evaluate arguments based on facts and how these facts relate to one another

#### Communication Skills
- Make scientific, technological or mathematical information understandable
- Share information and learn from others

### A BASIC UNDERSTANDING

The competencies needed to understand how science, technology and mathematics are used in the world of work

#### Science, Technology and Work
- Understand key scientific concepts such as matter, energy, information, system, scale, change, and model and how they apply to the world of work
- Understand how technology changes the workplace and business environment over time

#### Numeracy
- Decide what needs to be measured, and select the proper procedures and tools for the task
- Estimate, predict, check, and validate calculations

#### Health, Safety and Environment
- Recognize substances, circumstances and actions that may be hazardous to people and the environment, and act appropriately

### AN ABILITY TO APPLY

The competencies needed to make science, technology and mathematics work for you

#### Problem Solving
- Understand the underlying scientific, mathematical and technological features of a problem
- Diagnose problems and apply creative problem-solving methods
- Select and use appropriate technology for a task

#### Participating in Projects and Tasks
- Plan and design a project or task from start to finish with others
- Develop a plan, seek feedback, test and review it, make revisions and implement
- Work to agreed quality standards and specifications

#### Information Technology
- Seek, create, manage and organize information effectively, using appropriate technology
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This document can be used as a companion to the **Employability Skills Profile**, a document that examines the critical academic, personal management and teamwork skills required of the Canadian workforce.